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Abstract
The use of the concept of greenway can be identified in Portugal throughout the 20th century as a planning and design tool.
Several examples, such as the ‘Improvement Plans for Lisbon’ by Ressano Garcia (1901), the continuum naturale concept
[Cabral, F.C., 1980. O Continuum Naturale e a Conservação da Natureza. Conservação da Natureza. Serviço de Estudos do
Ambiente, Lisbon; Andresen, T., 2001. Francisco Caldeira Cabral. Landscape Design Trust, Surrey, UK, 213 pp.], the Green
Plan for Lisbon [Telles, G.R., et al., 1997. Plano Verde de Lisboa. Ed. Colibri, Lisboa, 197 pp.], deal with the subjects of
implementing vegetation corridors, pedestrian networks and landscape quality. These examples establish Portuguese planning
and design tradition within the international greenway movement first identified by Fabos [Fabos, J.Gy., 1991. From Park to
Greenways into the 21st Century. In: Proceedings from Selected Educational Sessions, ASLA Annual Meeting, Kansas City,
Missouri]. Though several projects have been developed at the planning level, there is a need to analyze the applicability of












ecognition by other professions dealing with planning and involvement by politicians. By analyzing five case studies, this
aper shows the significance of the greenway as a planning and design strategy, which coincides, with the current objectives
f political and planning authorities at the municipal level. It also proves that it is possible to reconcile political objectives and
rban development while safeguarding landscape quality and providing new opportunities for public recreation and education.
reenway planning and design is now undoubtedly a subject of growing significance in Portugal.
2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction
Greenway planning has been identified as an inter-
ational movement, which emerged from the practice
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eresa.barao@net.novis.pt (T. Barão).
and theory of landscape architects, developed through-
out the 19th and 20th centuries (Fabos, 1995). The
growing success of the greenway concept can be re-
lated to its effectiveness in achieving its aims to foster
landscape conservation, protect heritage and provide
opportunities for public recreation. For the purpose of
this paper, landscape conservation should be under-
stood as a group of strategies aimed at safeguarding
169-2046/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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natural and cultural resources, as well as rehabilitating
and improving derelict land in rural and urban contexts.
In Portugal, the greenway concept has evolved from
its roots in the late 19th century when it dealt with
strategies for beautifying city roads. It has now become
a significant tool for implementing urban and regional
planning practices. The greenway has been a success
not only due to its evolution and ability to adapt to dif-
ferent natural, cultural and historic contexts. But also,
it is capable of creating consensus between different
professional backgrounds via the common goal to con-
serve and improve landscape quality.
This paper has two main objectives. First, it intends
to prove that the greenway is an international move-
ment which has been present and used by planners in
Portugal and which government institutions are com-
ing to understand is increasingly significant due to in-
creasing public demand for implementing greenways.
This is shown through an analysis of the evolution of
landscape architecture and planning practices in this
country.
The second objective aims to show, through the
analysis of five case studies, the significance of the
greenway movement in the current context of urban
and regional planning, its applicability to very diverse
landscapes and the role of landscape architects in the
planning and design phases. The five case studies – the
Sintra Greenway of Outstanding Landscape Quality,
the Greenway of Vila-Franca-de-Xira Hills, the Urban















and design tool. However, some of the first Portuguese
attempts at landscape planning demonstrate a certain
awareness concerning the protection of resources based
upon linear territorial patterns. This is the case of
the Douro Wine Region, which was established by
Marquês de Pombal, the same Prime Minister who re-
constructed Lisbon after the 1775 earthquake. The aim
of delineating the Douro Region was to protect and
foster the production of Douro wine in the sunny and
dry hills along the Douro River. In turn, it established
the basis for the development of a cultural landscape,
which was classified as a World Heritage Landscape in
2001.
But different plans developed for the city of Lisbon
and region since the beginning of the 20th century
are major evidence of the use of linear structures
along the land in order to improve the landscape with
the purpose of landscape qualification. The Lisbon
Plan for Improvements by the engineer Ressano
Garcia (1847–1911) was developed to accommodate
Lisbon’s expansion, between 1878 and 1900, when
the population increased by 56% (Marques, 1981).
The plan, approved in 1904, became the first planned
continuous system of public parks, public gardens
and boulevards. But the first comprehensive planning
approach to Lisbon appeared in 1927 with Forrestier’s
plan. This plan advocated the need for a park system
plan that would guide urban expansion and employed
the garden city concept (Lôbo, 1995).



















anal, and the Urban Greenway of Alenquer River –
ere selected from among several studies, plans and
rojects related to greenway on which the authors
ave collaborated between 1997 and 2002. They are
ocated in the center of the country along the Tagus
alley and its tributaries. These examples represent
ifferent scales of approach – from regional to local
and different objectives – resource protection, urban
eautification and leisure and development opportu-
ities. They always share a common goal however, to
onserve and improve the quality of the landscape.
. Evolution of the greenway concept in
ortugal
The greenway concept can be easily identified in
ortugal throughout the 20th century as a planningeveral plans were developed which show greater con-
ern for protecting the landscape. Two of these plans
re worth mentioning. In the first, De Gröer’s Plan (De
röer, 1948) proposed a rural belt of protection to con-
rol Lisbon’s urban expansion. The projected system
lso included a highway network buffered by green
reas, clearly inspired by the American Parkways as
ell as public gardens and parks. This plan shows an
volution towards the use of linear structures for the
andscape on a larger scale. This trend was taken fur-
her by the Lisbon Regional Master Plan, which the
inistry for Public Works developed and completed in
964. The regional approach also included delineation
f protective corridors in an attempt to control urban
rowth. Delays in approving this plan made necessary
ts revision in 1973. This plan included the definition
f a comprehensive approach to landscape conserva-
ion. It also showed concern for protecting resources by
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implementing continuous areas of valuable resources,
such as linking the Jamor Valley to Monsanto Park, the
largest green area defined in previous municipal plans.
But it was the development of two legal planning
instruments after 1974 which fostered the creation of
green structures a regional scale: the National Agricul-
ture Reserve (Reserva Agrı́cola Nacional, RAN, law
451/82) and the National Ecological Reserve (Reserva
Ecológica Nacional, REN, law 3212/83). Caldeira
Cabral (1908–1992) (Cabral, 1980) – who started land-
scape architecture education in Portugal during the
1940s – first proposed the concept underlying RAN
and REN with the designation of continuum naturale,
a way of linking green urban systems with the sur-
rounding rural landscape, such as he proposed for the
City of Lisbon (Andresen, 2001).
The National Agricultural Reserve and the Na-
tional Ecological Reserve became significant instru-
ments for protecting landscape quality by focusing on
areas where most of the valuable and fragile resources
are located. Though the RAN (National Agricultural
Reserve) and the REN (National Ecological Reserve)
are based on natural characteristics of the land – water
lines, flood plains, areas of high infiltration rate and
slope, and good soils – it has been shown that these
areas are also extremely significant for their cultural
and historical resources (Ribeiro, 1998), as well as for
recreation opportunities and to delineate an urban park
system in Lisbon (Telles, 1992). This co-occurrence



















The significance and magnitude of the Polis program in Portugal
(ProgramaPolis, 2002)
Types interventions Numbers
Parks and green areas 5935 km2
Improvement of public spaces 1852 km2
Improvement of river fronts 737 km
Improvement of sea fronts 159 km
Biking trails 1031 km
New pedestrian ways 1359 km
analysis of the type of interventions as well as its ex-
tension shows a significant emphasis on linear outdoor
projects (Table 1). Out of the 28 selected cities, 18 have
projects related to water and riverfronts.
The examples mentioned above such as the con-
tinuum naturale concept (Cabral, 1980) and the Green
Plan for Lisbon (Telles et al., 1997), recognize the valu-
able role of spatial patterns of landscape resources in
the planning and design of greenway networks. These
examples establish Portuguese planning and design
tradition within the international greenway movement
first identified by Fabos (1991).
3. Methods for greenway planning
The thesis that the most valuable landscape re-
sources – areas of ecological and natural significance,
cultural and historic values, and recreational opportuni-
ties – tend to co-occur in common spatial distribution
patterns in the landscape has been the main support-
ing thesis of greenway planning (Lewis, 1964; Fabos,
1991; Dawson, 1995; Ribeiro, 1998).
According to Fabos, “. . . the most significant recre-
ation, historic/cultural, and ecological resources [co-
occur] within our natural river, and coastal regions”
(1991, p. 12). Lewis (1964) at the University of Wis-
consin first drew attention to the importance of co-
occurrence of landscape resources in the delineation








erent geographic contexts such as in New England
Ahern, 1995) and Georgia in the US (Dawson, 1995).
ore recently several studies developed for the Lisbon
etropolitan Area also show the importance of spa-
ial distribution of resources in defining a network of
reenways for the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (Machado
t al., 1995; Ribeiro, 1998).
The current planning and design context is very
uch influenced by the significance the European
nion has been giving to plans and projects related
o the environment and improving quality of life. In
ortugal, different governmental programs have allo-
ated these funds. Among these, the Polis program is
orth mentioning since it promotes the development
f plans and design projects geared towards the urban
nd environmental improvement of cities. In the first
hase 28 cities were chosen, enabling multidisciplinary
eams to develop projects (ProgramaPolis, 2002). Anin Heritage Trails proved that cultural, and historical
esources followed patterns of distribution in the land-
cape in concurrence with natural/ecological corridors,
nd recreation opportunities. Considering 220 different
atural and cultural factors in Wisconsin, Lewis found
hat they co-occur along corridors, which he named en-
ironmental corridors (Lewis, 1964, p. 106). Dawson
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(1995, p. 28) also showed that in the State of Geor-
gia, the most valuable landscape resources tend to be
concentrated along rivers, ridges, steep slopes, coastal
areas, defining corridor-like areas of concentrated en-
vironmental value.
Since greenway planning has been linked to the
identification and assessment of areas with special re-
source value, most of the time the methods used are
based on parametric approaches to landscape analy-
sis and assessment, commonly used in landscape ar-
chitecture. Methods for landscape assessment evolved
from the work of pioneers in landscape planning such
as Geddes’s regional survey (1915, p. 364–365) and
Henry Wright’s use of map overlays (Churchill, 1983,
p. 211), to more sophisticated methods which enable an
organized systematic and logical sequence supporting
landscape planning. These methods deal with natural
and cultural characteristics of the land such as the para-
metric approach first systematized by McHarg (1968,
p. 87), or the METLAND planning model (Fabos and
Caswell, 1977, p. 15). All of these methods include
phases of landscape analysis, landscape assessment,
planning proposals and evaluation.
Landscape architecture delineates corridors using
the distribution patterns of the most significant areas
shown by assessment. Currently, the greenway move-
ment builds on scientific theories and principles such
as the meta-population and island bio-geographic the-
ories of ecology (Ahern, 1995), which justify the need

















framework. Landscape planners often attempt to fit
their plans into landscape patterns, since the success
of their proposals is dependent upon this method. But
this is not to say that the understanding and assessment
of the natural patterns will be sufficient to achieve
a plan or a design solution, since different plans
can be designed for the same region (Lyle, 1985, p.
127). The greenway planning approach addresses the
role of creativity, without refusing scientific theories,
principles and methodologies of landscape planning.
Linearity and connectivity have undoubtedly been
used as means to address formal, metaphorical and
aesthetic issues in landscape design.
Within these perspectives, greenway planning can
be seen as an innovative concept that attempts to ad-
dress post-modern criticism, which has evolved simul-
taneously in the field of landscape architecture. These
multiple characteristics of being creative, building on
traditional methods of landscape assessment, and con-
sidering multiple public values and initiative, makes
the greenway approach appear to be an appropriate re-
action and answer to post-modern criticism in the area
of landscape planning.
The following five case studies are intended to show
the suitability of landscape assessment as a crucial step
in the approach to greenway planning and design, as
well as the applicability of the greenway concept for
conserving and improving the Portuguese landscape.
Presentation and analyses of these five greenways – the














reas of value, greenway planning is increasingly using
ap analysis (Machado et al., 1995). Gap analysis is a
ethod developed for wildlife management but which
as supported landscape planning decisions in order
o protect areas important for their landscape value or
ecause they can provide significant opportunities for
mproving continuity through valuable areas.
How patterns of resource distribution are used may
e explained in many different ways. Several planning
nd design strategies have been used to delineate green-
ays. Ahern has systematized some of these strategies
s protective, defensive, offensive and opportunistic
Ahern, 1995, p. 140).
Critics of rational planning – aimed at the “rational,
nd deterministic” sequence of research–analysis–
ssessment–evaluation – have argued that the process
oes not sufficiently explain the planning and design
rocesses nor support a comprehensive theoreticalhe Greenway of Vila-Franca-de-Xira Hills, the Urban
reenway of Tomar, the Greenway of Alpiarça Canal,
nd the Urban Greenway of Alenquer River – begin
ith a case approached from the regional planning level
nd a larger scale, and moves towards examples of a
ore local scale in which the design approach becomes
ncreasingly more significant.
. Five Portuguese greenways
.1. The Sintra Greenway: a network of
utstanding Landscape Quality
.1.1. General context and objectives
The Sintra Greenway of Outstanding Landscape
uality was proposed within the scope of the environ-
ental and landscape section of the Sintra Strategic
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Plan, developed in 1998, under the coordination of the
CEDRU planning office (Centro de Estudos de Desen-
volvimento Regional e Urbano) (Simões et al., 1995).
This plan established the bases for revising an existing
land use plan and involved a diversified team of geog-
raphers, architects, landscape architects, traffic engi-
neers, historians, tourism planners, and infrastructure
engineers.
Sintra is a municipality in the Lisbon Metropolitan
Area with an area of approximately 400 km2. The ter-
ritory includes outstanding heritage in terms of diver-
sity and quality making it a unique landscape within
the national and international context. UNESCO has
recognized this value internationally through its clas-
sification as a World Heritage Landscape.
In addition to its rich landscape, the Sintra munici-
pality has also had to deal with significant problems re-
lated to urban expansion. Areas of lesser quality almost
isolate Sintra’s unique resources into clusters of ex-
ceptional quality. The proposed concept to protect and
improve the quality of the landscape as well as of the
environment in general was supported by the greenway
concept. A network of areas which still include valu-
able resources delineated as Corridors of Outstanding
Landscape Quality was proposed as a strategy to con-
serve existing quality and project it into new areas of
development.
4.1.2. Landscape assessment and identification of
valuable resources
The methodology used to delineate this network in-
cluded steps which landscape planning currently em-
ploys, namely: analysis, assessment and identification
of valuable resources. These steps were followed by an
analysis of the distribution patterns and the delineation
of homogeneous areas of landscape. The procedure is
represented in Fig. 1.
Landscape analysis includes natural and cultural
factors such as geomorphology, physiography, natu-
ral drainage network, land use, historic/cultural sites.
These factors were used to identify the most valu-
able resources within the Sintra landscape. Natural re-
sources were assessed in terms of biodiversity, ecolog-
ical functions, water and soil conservation and natural
history potential for interpretation and research. The
assessment revealed several linear patterns of concen-
tration along natural features (Fig. 2) such as the Sintra
range, the Atlantic coast, the natural drainage network,
way plFig. 1. Methodology for green anning in Sintra municipality.
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Fig. 2. Spatial distribution patterns of valuable resources in Sintra municipality.
and the valleys. The granite range that runs from West
to East determines Sintra’s physiography. This range
reaches 528 m high, contrasting with a platform of sed-
imentary formations that develops in the north, settled
with little rural villages spread throughout an agricul-
tural area. Deep and narrow valleys from east to west
towards the Atlantic coast cut this sedimentary plat-
form. High and steep cliffs allowing for the existence
of small beaches characterize the coast. These geomor-
phologic features concentrate the most valuable natural
resources.
Sintra is a municipality rich in sites and areas in
terms of culture and history. A survey carried out in
1998 identified about 500 sites, the most frequent and
significant belonging to the following classes (Ribeiro,
1998): farm/leisure estates, windmills, rural settle-
ments, castles and military structures, as well as reli-
gious buildings. The assessment of cultural/historic re-
sources revealed patterns of concentration along stream
corridors and ridgelines (Fig. 2). Specific patterns
were identified along hillsides that enable the connec-
tion of ridgelines and river systems, mainly including
farm/leisure estates (Ribeiro, 1998).
The assessment of valuable natural and cul-
tural/historic resources was used to define homogenous
zones of landscape quality. Ten different zones were
identified according to the distribution patterns of re-
sources as well as land use (Fig. 3).
4.1.3. Greenway planning
The strategy proposed to improve the quality of the
landscape based on the following principles and goals:
– The quality and diversity of Sintra’s landscape
should be considered a valuable and supporting re-
source for the Lisbon Metropolitan Area to achieve
prominence and competitiveness internationally, for
recreation of the metropolitan population and for in-
creasing high quality tourism.
– To implement programs to restore and rehabilitate
natural and heritage resources which form the bases
of the Sintra landscape’s specific character.
– Sintra’s image related to the character of its cul-
tural landscape should be used as a means to es-
tablish the municipality as a cultural center within
the metropolitan area.
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Fig. 3. Landscape assessment in Sintra municipality.
– To contain the megalopolis. A continuous system
of non-developed areas should be fostered on the
municipal and inter-municipal scale, along its main
urban and industrial corridors.
Framed by these goals and considering the context
of the strategic plan, the planning team considered plan-
ning of a greenway composed of areas of outstand-
ing landscape (Fig. 4) an applicable planning concept.
This system was designed based upon the spatial pat-
terns of valuable resources, being therefore areas of
high concentration and co-occurrence of valuable re-
sources. The system also considered the expansion of
legally protected areas as well as the rehabilitation of
derelict and degraded landscapes.
Those areas protected by existing planning tools,
such as the National Ecological Reserve and the Na-
tional Agriculture Reserve, constitute an important sys-
tem that should be complemented by other strategies.
This aspect is particularly significant within the perime-
ter of suitable zones for development where the appli-
cation of the National Ecological Reserve and the Na-
tional Agriculture Reserve is not as well defined as in
rural areas. The same applies outside the area classified
as World Heritage by UNESCO. The goal is to expand
the area of exceptional quality to the entire municipal-
ity.
The greenway network for Sintra municipality
should be understood as an infrastructure that con-
tributes as any other – water, sewerage, transportation
and energy – to achieve sustainable development and
quality of life for the population. Such an infrastructure
will enable, safeguard and perpetuate the most signifi-
cant natural landscape resources as well as those result-
ing from a millennium of settlement of this territory.
In the context of the multidisciplinary planning
team collaborating on the strategic plan, the concept
of greenway was an efficient means of conveying the
need for resource protection and the opportunities it
would provide in terms of municipal development. It
differentiates itself from the RAN (National Agricul-
ture Reserve) and the REN (National Ecological Re-
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Fig. 4. Sintra greenway: a network of Outstanding Landscape Quality.
serve) thereby overcoming restrictive aspects and em-
phasizing the opportunities that arise from such a net-
work of Outstanding Quality Landscape.
4.2. The Greenway of Vila-Franca-de-Xira Hills
4.2.1. General context and objectives
The Greenway of Vila-Franca-de-Xira Hills was
proposed to the political authorities of Vila-Franca-de-
Xira, a municipality situated along the Tagus River and
included in the Lisbon Metropolitan Area (Ribeiro et
al., 2000). The roots of the Tagus Valley region are
linked to a cultural landscape structured in large estates
which include intensive agriculture and cattle breeding.
These activities also support the bullfighting tradition
which is still rooted in the local population. The city’s
urban expansion needs are limited by the river and flood
plain towards east and south and by very steep lime-
stone hills towards the north. The greenway was pre-
sented as a strategy for the population to once again use
the nearby limestone hills and to overcome the current
view that they are a constraint on city development. The
landscape architecture office TOPIARIS developed the
plan.
4.2.2. Landscape assessment and identification of
valuable resources
The assessment of the landscape and the identifica-
tion of valuable resources – natural, historic/cultural,
and opportunities for recreation – became the founda-
tion for the greenway plan and design. A parametric
approach for landscape analysis was first developed
including geology, physiography, natural drainage,
vegetation, streets and trails network, and sites of his-
toric/cultural interest. Landscape assessment method-
ology was used to identify the most valuable resources.
The Hills are constituted of limestone formations
which emerge almost 100 meters above the Tagus flood
plain. Very steep slopes – mainly above 30% – covered
by natural Mediterranean shrub vegetation, character-
ize the hillsides. These geomorphologic units and the
contrast they create with the surrounding plains make
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them a remarkable feature in terms of landscape qual-
ity. This is corroborated by the existing belvederes as
well as ancient evidence of human settlement. The cul-
tural resources include vestiges of pre-historic, Roman
and Muslim occupations as well as a medieval shrine
and burial ground. The shrine is still a significant re-
ligious place for the city as well as for a larger public
related to the bullfighting tradition. Bullfighters from
Portugal and Spain use it for worship, asking for divine
protection before entering the arena.
The Hills’ visual resources together with their mi-
croclimatic conditions – south facing – and their prox-
imity to the city and urban recreation facilities, make
them an exceptional opportunity for expanding the pop-
ulation’s leisure activities.
4.2.3. Greenway design
Based upon the co-occurrence of these resources, a
greenway network was delineated (Fig. 5). The identi-
fication of protection gaps and conflicts with approved
plans for residential developments were the bases for
the design and implementation strategy. Three lines of
action were therefore proposed and are currently being
carried out:
– Protect areas with significant natural and ecological
value not yet under the protection of existing plan-
ning tools.
– Develop guidelines to be followed by approved plans












tourism attraction. The acceptance of this greenway is
further corroborated by its analysis and its diffusion in
the local media.
4.3. The Urban Greenway of Tomar
4.3.1. General context and objectives
The proposal of an Urban Greenway for Tomar was
developed as a strategic project for downtown environ-
mental and urban rehabilitation under the coordination
of the planning office of CEDRU (Gaspar et al., 2001).
Tomar is an important municipal urban center with a
population of 18,000 inhabitants, located in the central
region of Portugal. Its importance and quality in terms
of history and landscape makes it an important refer-
ence and tourist destination. The River Nabão, running
north to south, has throughout history played a signif-
icant role as an infrastructure for communication, en-
ergy source and recreation. Tomar’s urban fabric shows
evidence of the Roman and Templar Religious Order
which, after the 14th century, became the Christ Order
which fostered the discoveries.
With the greenway proposal as the project’s central
concept, it made possible to carry out a set of rehabili-
tative actions under the Polis program, a governmental
program for allocating funds for urban and environ-
mental rehabilitation of cities (Polis Program, 2002).












existence of a continuous network of green spaces
and trails.
Identify areas which landscape design proposals can
target in order to implement and construct outdoor
spaces and trails. These actions include the reha-
bilitation of historic places and the construction of
pedestrian trails and outdoor recreation facilities.
The greenway will include a linear area of about
.5 km2 as well as around 10 km of trails connect-
ng areas of natural interest, and historical/cultural
alue—a medieval shrine, Muslim sites, and an out-
tanding panoramic looking over the Tagus river. It
lso provides a connection with educational and recre-
tional facilities already existing in the city—schools,
amping ground, public park and public swimming
ools. The creation of such a greenway will help to
mprove environmental and visual quality, the popu-
ation’s identity, as well as recreation, education andaluable resources
The corridor along the River Nabão is endowed with
high quality landscape resulting from the presence
f significant natural and historic/cultural resources,
amely:
Development of remarkable vegetation along the
riverbanks and flood plain.
Fertile soils and vegetable garden areas along the
riverbanks and large water body provided by the per-
manent flow of the river.
Significant industrial heritage associated with hy-
draulic facilities, religious buildings and bridges.
Historic urban fabric and buildings along the river.
.3.3. Greenway design
The design of the greenway includes an area of about
.15 km2 along 4 km of river (Fig. 6), providing a di-
erse range of activities. A pedestrian 6.0 km network
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Fig. 5. Urban Greenway of Greenway of Vila-Franca-de-Xira’s Hills. General plan (upper); constructed trail in the first phase (bottom).
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Fig. 6. Urban Greenway of Tomar. General concept (left); existing condition (bottom); visual simulation of proposal (upper).
of trails provides the access and use of the rich and
diverse heritage, throughout old historic districts and
luxurious vegetation along the riverbanks. This net-
work itself becomes an infrastructure for recreation and
tourism, whose value is increased and complemented
by other activities related to the river, such as fish-
ing, water sports, river beach as well as sporting areas,
parks, gardens and fair grounds.
This project was intended to go beyond the creation
of an infrastructure for recreation and tourism by be-
coming a central planning tool for city growth towards
sustainable development which would protect valuable
resources and simultaneously provides new economic
opportunities related to tourism, recreation and educa-
tion. The Polis program has recognized these opportu-
nities, by allocating funds to implement the project.
4.4. The Greenway of Alpiarça Canal
4.4.1. General context and objectives
The Greenway of Alpiarça Canal represents a trans-
municipal project, the initiative of two municipalities –
Alpiarça and Almeirim – with the support of the Asso-
ciation of the Tagus Valley Municipalities and coordi-
nation of the CEDRU planning office. This association
is responsible for allocating governmental funds for
environment improvement and establishing links be-
tween central and local political powers. The aim was
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to improve the environmental and landscape quality
of a drainage canal built about 200 years ago (Simões
et al., 2000). Currently the canal’s low water quality
levels are related to sewage discharges and non-point
pollution sources, which also provide determines
specific conditions for the development of vegetation
with low ecological value. The canal is about 30 km
long and runs along the agriculture areas of the fertile
Tagus flood plain and links three villages and several
places significant for nature conservation, recreation
and culture.
4.4.2. Landscape assessment and identification of
valuable resources
The Tagus River Valley has been settled for millen-
nia, with a network of canals built for communication,
drainage and irrigation of farmlands. The importance of
this cultural landscape is corroborated by its recent ap-
plication (2001) for classification as a UNESCO World
Heritage Landscape.
A study of the area also followed a systematic as-
sessment of the landscape which identified the main
resources along the canal. The Alpiarça Canal owes its
natural value to the hydrological and ecological func-
tions it performs. Along its banks areas of natural veg-
etation and habitats exist related to wetland areas. As
part of the valley’s cultural landscape the canal also
crosses areas of significant cultural value such as farm-
















– Trails for pedestrian and biking circulation.
– Platforms enabling closer contact and access to the
water for fishing and rowing.
– Areas for picnicking.
– Parking lots near access points for pedestrians.
The strategy also included actions to rehabilitate
natural vegetation as well as to establish newly-planted
areas, using species indigenous to the natural ecosys-
tems. The proposed greenway would make it possi-
ble to link already existing recreational, cultural and
tourism sites along the Canal with each other, as well
to the two cities’ urban centers.
The local municipal and regional planning authori-
ties accepted the proposed greenway strategy. It is cur-
rently being adopted by other municipalities – members
of the Association of Municipalities of the Tagus Val-
ley – to rehabilitate other canals and implement recre-
ational trails across the valley and along the riverbanks.
4.5. The Urban Greenway of Alenquer River
4.5.1. General context and objectives
The Urban River Greenway of Alenquer was a
means of improving and rehabilitating the banks of
the Alenquer River which traverses the village. Such a
project was developed upon the suggestion of regional
planning authorities after analysis of the greenway pro-
posed for Tomar. The village of Alenquer is the center

















entury estates, which provide high quality views.
The Alpiarça Canal has great potential as a recre-
tional resource since it allows for the practice of
ifferent activities along its banks, namely fishing,
owing, horse back riding, biking, jogging and walk-
ng. At the same time it runs very close to already
xisting sports and recreational facilities, due to its
roximity to the city centers of both Almeirim and
lpiarça. All of these elements are currently seen as
esources for tourism. Public and private initiatives are
romoting local tourism based on traditional estates or
hematic itineraries such as wine routes which allow
or the visit of vineyards and wineries.
.4.3. Greenway design
The proposed greenway was delineated along its
anks (Fig. 7), and suggested the development of the
ollowing facilities:an Area. The river – the source of huge floods – crosses
he downtown area of this historical village. An analysis
f the village and river corridor’s opportunities and the
ydraulic proposal to canal the river, guided a strategy
o implement a 5 km long Urban Greenway (Barroso et
l., 2001). This strategy was able to reconcile the ob-
ectives of the National Authority for Water Resources,
ocal politicians and planning authorities for the Tagus
alley region. The plan was developed under the coor-
ination of the planning office of CEDRU.
.5.2. Landscape assessment and identification of
aluable resources
The river corridor possesses diverse characteristics
uch as both rural and urban areas located in the flood
lain. The quality of the landscape is defined by a deep
nd narrow valley with steep banks on which the his-
oric village settled and a sinuous river.
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Fig. 7. Greenway of Alpiarça’s Canal. General plan (upper); existing condition (bottom left); proposal (bottom right).
The landscape assessment identified the main re-
sources along the river corridor and supported the de-
lineation of six homogenous areas. A set of actions was
defined for each area in order to guide landscape de-
sign projects which, as a whole will make it possible
to improve the riverbanks and adjoining public spaces.
4.5.3. Greenway design
The proposed design for the greenway was delin-
eated upon the existing natural and cultural/historical
resources. The winding course of the river together
with the diversity of the landscape, historic buildings
and public spaces constitute an opportunity to create
a greenway that will function as a unifying element
through the village (Fig. 6).
The proposed greenway therefore included rehabil-
itating historic buildings and improving neighboring
public spaces, creating a new sports’ zone, improv-
ing a traditional fairground as well as generally im-
proving the streets and public spaces along riverbank.
(Fig. 8). The connection with the campground upstream
and to the rural areas downstream expanded the range
of this greenway as an ecological corridor and a bike
and pedestrian trail. The proposal had to be reconciled
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Fig. 8. Urban Greenway of Alenquer river. General plan (upper); existing condition (middle); proposal (bottom).
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with previously approved projects such as the hydraulic
projects for the river. Once again, the greenway concept
revealed itself as a planning and design tool capable of
achieving consensus among different professions deal-
ing with planning and design.
5. Conclusions
This section aims to compare the five greenways
described in terms of their characteristics and the con-
text in which they were developed. The objective is to
evaluate the effectiveness of the greenway concept as
a planning and design tool when applied to the Por-
tuguese landscape and planning context. Table 2 syn-
thesizes the main characteristics and outreaches of each
of the five examples.
The comparative analysis of the greenways case
studies highlighted four main issues related to the use
of the greenway concept as a design and planning tool
in Portugal. The first deals with the applicability of
landscape assessment methods for the identification of
valuable resources in the landscape. The second refers
to the importance of the spatial patterns revealed by
these assessment methods in the design of greenways.
The third concerns greenway planning and design as
a strategy which relies both upon rational parametric
assessment methods as well as creativity. Finally the
geographic context as well as the political and plan-

















seen as a strategy that is supported by rational and ob-
jective approaches of landscape planning, recognizing
the importance of creativity and human decision and
hence a concept that attempts to address post-modern
criticism.
Parametric methodologies used to identify valuable
resource patterns for greenway planning and design
have been tested in different contexts as shown by
Lewis (1964) in Wisconsin State or by Dawson (1995)
in Georgia, among others. In Portugal, these method-
ologies were also useful both for project development,
as well as to improve communication with other team
members with backgrounds other than landscape archi-
tecture or ecology. This was most evident in the Sintra
Greenway project due to its regional scale. It was part
of a strategic plan developed to aid revision of the ex-
isting municipal land use plan and therefore included
a quite large and diversified team.
The five examples were planned and drawn con-
sidering the distributions patterns of the valuable re-
sources on the land, therefore considering the princi-
ples of rational planning. However, the patterns which
the parametric approaches revealed were used in dif-
ferent ways. All five examples were based on lin-
ear features on the land such as ridgelines on Vila-
Franca-de-Xira’s Hill’s stream and drainage networks
in Tomar, Alenquer and Alpiarça, and both features
in the Sintra municipality. However, diverse strate-
gies were developed in response to these linear pat-
















he applicability of the greenway concept in Portugal.
n the following paragraphs these four aspects will be
iscussed in more detail.
In all five case studies, the method implies there
s an awareness of valuable resources existing in the
andscape which determines its quality and which pro-
ide opportunities for development and leisure. The use
f parametric landscape assessment methods enabled
he identification of these resources in a more reliable
nd objective way. It made it possible to convey the
xistence of these resources to different planning and
esign team members.
The delineation of a greenway as a strategy to con-
erve and improve landscape quality, either within a
lanning or design approach, was achieved in the five
ase studies through processes that include both the
nalysis of resources distribution patterns as well as de-
ign creativity. Greenway planning and design can beffensive and opportunistic (Ahern, 1995) shows this
iversity.
The Sintra Greenway of Outstanding Landscape
uality was very much concerned with protecting ex-
sting resources which determine the existing quality
nd character. Its goal was to project that existing qual-
ty in some clusters to newly developed areas through
new system of parks, gardens and public spaces often
n a non-supportive landscape matrix. The strategy is
herefore both protective and offensive.
The strategy applied to the Vila-Franca-de-Xira
ills is both a protective and defensive strategy in
esponse to the resources identified. Some of these
esources were protected by avoiding development,
hereas others were safeguarded within new areas of
evelopment.
The Tomar Greenway along the Nabão River took

















Comparative analysis of the five greenways case studies
Significant resources Land use Area (km2) Extension of
trails (km)


















World heritage landscape Urban areas Walking Coastal villages










Limestone hills Steep shrub land 1.5 10 Walking Through out developed
areas
Municipal authorities











Downtown area Urban area 0.15 4 Walking Pedestrian areas through
downtowns
National Plan for cities
improvement (Polis
program)
Historic district Green spaces Biking Sporting area Municipal authorities
River banks Market, sport fields,
associations










Historical canal River bank natural
vegetation




























Visual resources Commercial use Economic opportunities Accepted concept by a
multidisciplinary team
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strategy. Patches and corridors of special natural and
ecological value were protected. Meanwhile, in those
areas with a non-supportive landscape but with oppor-
tunities for new development, either new corridors and
green areas were proposed, or links to existing areas
of great cultural and natural value, to increase already
existing opportunities for tourism and recreation.
In the case of the Alpiarça drainage canal, a corridor
of derelict land along a major water resource, the aim
was to defend the existing water line by creating a buffer
zone with maintained natural vegetation and recreation
facilities. This strategy should be considered as mainly
defensive.
The aim of the Alenquer Greenway the strategy was
to link patches and sites along the river of natural and
cultural value with a new network of high quality public
spaces. This network was designed to take advantage
of the fact that hydraulic works were to be carried out
along the banks of the river. It used the same funds
and made possible a new supportive landscape for the
greenway. This strategy can therefore be described as
mainly opportunistic.
Finally, these five examples were successful in con-
vincing and conveying the main objectives to different
political and official planning agencies involved. This
may be related in part to the use of landscape paramet-
ric methods together with the greenway concept thus
supporting and reconciling different planning objec-



















Greenway of the Vila-Franca-de-Xira Hills – became
an important means of overcoming negative opinion re-
garding the hills which politicians and developers had
considered restrictive. The greenway proposal showed
politicians and developers that the hills were extremely
important to the city’s cultural identity and landscape
character and provided both unavoidable opportunities
in the areas of recreation, tourism and environmen-
tal improvement, and added value to nearby areas of
development.
Our analysis of these five case studies shows the
significance of greenways as a planning and design
strategy that coincides with the current objectives of
political and planning authorities on the municipal
level. It also proves that it is possible to reconcile
political objectives and urban development while
safeguarding landscape quality and creating new
opportunities for public recreation and education.
As concerns political power, these examples demon-
strate that by implementing greenways it is not only
possible to improve landscape quality but also to cre-
ate new leisure opportunities. Politicians believe this
affects peoples’ quality of life and will therefore bring
back their support.
Official planning agencies also embraced these
greenways cases since these projects enabled the al-
location of more funds by reconciling different fields
and planning objectives. Successful results and rates of
execution of different planning objectives have in some

















The Tomar Greenway is worth mentioning here
n first place, since its strategies to rehabilitate the
andscape and improve the Nabão river corridor aided
omar in successfully applying to the Polis program, a
overnment program for allocating of public funds to
mprove the environment and landscape in Portuguese
ities. The Alenquer Greenway should be mention as
he next, in importance since the current Mayor had
roposed it in his agenda and was therefore motivated
y political and electoral objectives. This proposal also
ffected some of the area’s public works projects –
ydraulic correction of the river, and traffic circula-
ion – and improved the quality of public spaces. The
reenway of the Alpiarça Canal is an example of a
roject carried out on a regional planning scale and
as developed as a landscape design project. Since
t was a trans-municipal project it was able to secure
unds from two municipalities. Our final example – theunds to similar projects thus strengthening the role of
reenways in Portugal.
The greenway concept becomes more significant if
e consider the existing planning context in Portugal.
lthough there is a tradition of landscape architecture
nd ecological planning, the official legal tools and
lanning system are very recent. The REN (National
cological Reserve) and the RAN (National Agricul-
ural Reserve) are good examples of this since they
ere only approved in 1982 and 1983. Furthermore, the
eans to achieve efficient planning involving diverse
gents as well as public participation are not yet very ef-
ective. Actually, state and regional planning agencies
ften tend to be more enthusiastic about public works
elated to infrastructures, which are more closely re-
ated to basic needs.
The five examples made possible the expansion of
reenways in the Tagus Valley region and increased op-
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portunities for landscape architecture design projects
since they will require further development in the
projects’ design and construction phases. Hence, this
has expanded opportunities for landscape architects.
All of these examples have shown to a certain degree
the acceptance of the greenway concept as a planning
and design tool beyond landscape architecture having
been embraced by other professions dealing with plan-
ning and design, as well as by politicians and govern-
mental planning authorities. Therefore, the greenway
concept has become a tool not only for protecting re-
sources and connecting places but also a mean of im-
proving communication between different professions
dealing with planning and design, thus contributing to
a better global landscape.
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